MAJOR DISPLAY
SCOREBOARDS

“The Smarter Way To Keep Score”

800-260-1067
WWW.MAJORDISPLAY.COM
History-

Major Display was founded in 1994 as a custom scoreboard company. Our team is passionate about quality design and ease of installation in all of our products. After perfecting the installation process, we focused on improving the technology of our scoreboards. The acquisition of Santech Scoreboards in 2010 allowed us to offer superior service to existing Santech customers while developing the best scoring technology in the industry. Major Display was fortunate to bring on our Chief of Engineering, Mike Bates in 2011. Mike has brought Major Display to the front of the pack by designing the SCB3000 Control System – the only MOBILE CONTROL APP BASED CONTROL SYSTEM in the industry!

Who We Are –

Our manufacturing facility is located in the mountains of North Georgia. As a customer of Major Display, you will work directly with one of our Sports Marketing Specialists. Your Sports Marketing Specialist will help you define the perfect scoreboard for your field or facility.

After identifying the best product for your needs, our talented design team will create a graphic representation for your review. Custom headers, ad panels and design features such as caption graphics and colors will be defined to your specifications.

On A Budget? –

As a company, we are committed to making sure that your program gets the right scoreboard for your needs. Often budgetary constrains are a concern for our customers. We are here to help…let us know where you are with finances and we will design a Sports Marketing Program to help fund your scoreboard needs. In fact, we can create a revenue stream for you using our scoreboards and technology!

Quality –

Each Major Display scoreboard is built from extruded aluminum cabinets with a durable powder coat finish. We use only Cree LEDs for all of our digits and indicators – for the longest life expectancy and brightest settings. And then there is our controller – no proprietary devices, multiple downloads.

What You Need To Know –

We are committed to being the best. Delivering on time, offering installation solutions, making your scoreboard the best in the industry.

Please give us a call to help you make your athletic facility top notch.

Major Display, Inc.

800-260-1067
Quality Construction

- Major Display’s proprietary extrusion - allows for unlimited mounting options
- .063 aluminum face with powder coat finish
- 3M weather sealed construction
- Conformal coated electronics
- Driver assembly designed for ease of servicability (no tools required)
Bold LED Digits

- Cree LED’s
- 120 degree viewing angle
- Bold segments for greater visibility
- Powder coated aluminum face plate
- Non-glare & non-reflective
- True size digit design

Cree LED Color Options

Red, Yellow, Green, Blue, White
State of the art controllers

- User friendly operation
- Reduces down time for repairs
- Android, iOS and PC operating systems
- True clock synchronization
- Password protected, secure bluetooth connection
- Multi-device capable with authorized app download
- Great for fields with multiple users

SCB3000 Controller System has made Major Display, Inc. the leader in scoring technology. Our app based controller allows users to control our scoreboards with reliable bluetooth wireless communications. Multiple devices can be assigned to each scoreboard with administrator password control for security.
Customizable Options

Custom Header Options

Choose one of our standards and add your team logo or have our team design a custom one for you! All headers are made from aluminum with our powder coated finish.
Customizable Options

Enhance your project...

Custom Vinyl Wrap

Custom graphics can be added to your project. Wrap the entire scoreboard or just add your team logo.

Great option for teams that don’t have the space or budget for a custom header!

Advertising Panels

Advertising/Sponsor panels can be added to the top, bottom or sides of any scoreboard.

Let us help your team raise funds for the organization or even to pay for the new scoreboard. Multiple panels can be divided up for different sponsors.

Pennant Flags

Choose weathervane rigid pennant flags as a great finishing touch for your custom header!

Programmable Name Captions

Programmable name captions are a smart choice for fields and facilities that want to impress. When HOME and GUEST just won’t do...we recommend these highly visible additions to your scoreboard.
Baseball
Softball

BS-01
4' x 10' x 6''
18” Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest, Inning
10” Bold LED Digits - Ball, Strike, Out

BS-01-1
5' x 10' x 6''
18” Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest, Inning
10” Bold LED Digits - Ball, Strike, Out, Clock

BS-01-2
5' x 10' x 6''
18” Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest, Inning
10” Bold LED Digits - Ball, Strike, Out, Clock, Pitch Count
Baseball / Softball

**BS-01-3**
- **Size**: 5' x 10' x 6"
- **Features**:
  - 18" Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest, Inning
  - 10" Bold LED Digits - Ball, Strike, Out, Pitch Count

**BS-02**
- **Size**: 4' x 10' x 6"
- **Features**:
  - 18" Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest, Inning
  - 4" Bold LED Indicators - Ball, Strike, Out

**BS-02-1**
- **Size**: 5' x 10' x 6"
- **Features**:
  - 18" Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest, Inning
  - 10" Bold LED Digits - Clock
  - 4" Bold LED Indicators - Ball, Strike, Out

**BS-02-2**
- **Size**: 5' x 10' x 6"
- **Features**:
  - 18" Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest, Inning
  - 10" Bold LED Digits - Clock, Pitch Count
  - 4" Bold LED Indicators - Ball, Strike, Out
Baseball / Softball

**BS-03**
5’ x 10’ x 6”
18” Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest, Inning
10” Bold LED Digits - Pitch Count
4” Bold LED Indicators - Ball, Strike, Out

**BS-02-3**
4’ x 10’ x 6”
18” Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest, Inning
10” Bold LED Digits - Pitch Count
4” Bold LED Indicators - Ball, Strike, Out

**BS-04**
5’ x 10’ x 6”
10” Bold LED Digits - Ball, Strike, Out, Inning, Runs
All of our models can be customized to meet your needs, just ask and our Sports Marketing Specialist will create a drawing with your choice of the following options:

- Cabinet size - we can adjust our standard models to fit your existing structure.
- Digit placement & features - like a certain size, but want to add or delete features. No problem.
- LED colors - all one color or mix it up!
- Add a stylish header with your team logo and mascot.
- Ad panels are always a good idea - generate revenue from your local sponsors.
- Programmable team name captions - add them now or order your board ready to upgrade next season.
- Add a Watchfire Video Display and your opponents will have scoreboard envy...

CONTROLLER OPTIONS:
- SCB3000 APP/TABLET CONTROLS
- LAUNCH PAD MNI (with Watchfire display)
- TRI-CASTER (for virtual boards)
Football

FB-01
5' x 10' x 6"
18" Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest, Quarter, Clock

FB-01-1
5' x 10' x 6"
18" Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest, Quarter
10" Bold LED Digits - TOL, Clock
4" Possession Indicators

FB-02
6' x 11-4" x 6"
18" Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest
10" Bold LED Digits - Quarter, Clock
TOL, Down, To Go, Ball On,
4" Indicators
Football

FB-04
8’x 20’ x 6”
30” Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest
18” - Clock, Down, To Go, Ball On, Qtr
10” Bold LED Digits - Tol
11” Bold LED Football Indicators

FB-03-1
8’x 20’ x 6”
18” Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest, Clock, Down, To Go, Ball On, QTR
10” Bold LED Digits - TOL
11” Bold LED Football Indicator

FB-03
6’x 16” x 6”
18” Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest, Clock, Down, To Go, Ball On, QTR
10” Bold LED Digits - TOL
11” Bold LED Football Indicator
**Football**

**FB - DOG**

- **Size**: 42” x 84” x 6”
- **Digits**: 30” Bold LED
- **Features**: Controlled with Android Device, Linked to SCB3000 for synchronized control of game clocks.

**FB - DOG - 18**

- **Size**: 30” x 60” x 6”
- **Digits**: 18” Bold LED
- **Features**: Controlled with Android Device, Linked to SCB3000 for synchronized control of game clocks.

**FB-05**

- **Size**: 10’ x 24’ x 6”
- **Digits**: 30” Bold LED - Home, Guest, Clock, Down, To Go, Ball On, QTR
- **Features**: 18” Bold LED - TOL
- **Additional Info**: 11” Bold LED Football Indicator

**FB-05-1**

- **Size**: 10’ x 30’ x 6”
- **Digits**: 30” Bold LED - Home, Guest, Clock, Down, To Go, Ball On, QTR
- **Features**: 18” Bold LED - TOL
- **Additional Info**: 11” Bold LED Football Indicator

---

**WWW.MAJORDISPLAY.COM**
Soccer

SC-01
5’x 10’x 6”
18” Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest, Period, Clock

SC-02
5’x 11’4”x 6”
18” Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest
10” Bold LED Digits - Half, Shots, C. Kicks, Clock
4” Bold LED Indicators

SC-03
6’x 11’4”x 6”
18” Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest
10” Bold LED Digits - Half, Shots, C. Kicks, Clock
4” Bold LED Indicators
Tennis

TN-01
5’x 10’x 6”
18” Bold LED Digits - Game, Set 1, Set 2, Set 3
4” Bold LED Indicators

TN-02
6’x 11’4”x 6”
18” Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest
10” Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest, Set 1, Set 2, Set 3
Multi-sport

PB-01
4’x 8’ x 6”
18” Bold LED Digits - Guest, Home
10” Bold LED Digits - Penalty, Game Time, Break Time

MS-01
5’x 10’ x 6”
18” Bold LED Digits - Guest, Home, Quarter, Clock
Multi-sport

**MS-02**
6' x 11'4" x 6"
18” Bold LED Digits - Guest, Home
10” Bold LED Digits
6” Programmable Name Captions
6” Programmable Captions

**MS-03**
8’ x 20’ x 6”
30” Bold LED Digits - Guest, Home, Quarter, Clock
Basketball

**BK-01**
4’x 10’ x 6”
10” Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest, Period, Clock
4” Bold LED Indicators

**BK-02**
6’x 10’ x 6”
10” Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest, Period, Clock, Fouls, Score, Match, Player-Foul
4” Bold LED Indicators
Basketball

BK-03
7’x 8’ x 6” (4 Sided)
18” Bold LED Digits - Guest, Home
10” Bold LED Digits - Period, Clock, Fouls, Player- Foul
4” Bold LED Indicators

BK-STAT
5’x 5’3” x 6”
6” Bold LED Digits
6” Programmable Name Captions

BK-CLK
2’ x 2’ x 6”
10” Bold LED Digits
Basketball

Include a Watchfire LED video display on any of our scoreboards. Easily integrated, synchronized clocks, half time videos and live camera feeds are all possible with Major Display & Watchfire Signs.
Portables

PT-SC
30” x 48” x 6”
10” Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest, Period, Clock

PT-FB
30” x 48” x 6”
10” Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest, Quarter, Clock

PT-BK
30” x 48” x 6”
10” Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest, Period, Clock
Portables

PT-BS
30”x 48” x 6”
10” Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest, Inning
4” Bold LED Digits - Ball, Strike, Out

PT-TN
3’6”x 4’ x 6”
10” Bold LED Digits - Game, Set 1, Set 2, Set 3
4” Bold LED Indicators

PT-CLK
3’x 4’ x 6”
10” Bold LED Digits - Period
18” Bold LED Digits - Clock
**HK-02**
8’x 9’x 6”
18” Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest, Clock
10” Bold LED Digits - Period, Penalty

**HK-03**
5’x 12’x 6”
18” Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest, Clock, Period
10” Bold LED Digits - Player, Penalty

**HK-05**
4’x 16’x 6”
18” Bold LED Digits - Home, Guest, Clock
10” Bold LED Digits - Player, Penalty, Period
Portables

STAND
3’6” Height
Add a stand to your portable. This stand will display your portable 3’ 6” off the ground along with wheels to easily move the portable around any location or turf condition.
Never miss a game and raise money for your team with Major Display’s Live Score App. Automatically feeds from any Major Display Scoreboard or can be used virtually with our app based controller!

Custom designed for your school!
The team creates a PLEDGE IT campaign with a fundraising goal of $2,500. Players invite their families, friends, and fans to pledge on PLEDGEIT.org.

NEED TO FUNDRAISE? LET YOUR TEAM’S PERFORMANCE DO THE WORK.

USE PLEDGE IT TO PURCHASE NEW SCOREBOARDS

PERFORMANCE BASED FUNDRAISING FOR PERFORMANCE APPAREL & EQUIPMENT.

At Major Display, we’ve partnered with PLEDGEIT.org to give teams a unique and exciting solution to raise funds to purchase new scoreboards.

With PLEDGE IT, you raise money with every run, point, or goal that you score. And with Major Display’s partnership, your team will get 100% of the credit for what you raise toward a new scoreboard. No processing fees, overhead costs, or product risks.

Cut through the Fundraising clutter. PLEDGE IT delivers more purchasing power to put towards your Major Display scoreboard.

EXAMPLE

Your team decides to purchase a new scoreboard from Major Display.

A Major Display fundraising page is created on PLEDGEIT.org with a goal of $7,500 for your scoreboard.

Friends, family, and fans pledge a total of $75 for each scored point the team earns in a game.

Your team scores 100 points to raise $7,500, 100% of which can go to the cost of your new scoreboard.

FOR AVAILABLE PRODUCT PACKAGES AND MORE DETAILS, CONTACT A MAJOR DISPLAY SALES REP AT 800.260.1067

www.majordisplay.com / pledgeit.org
Major Display’s Sports Marketing team can help you get the scoreboards you really want at little to no cost to your school, park or program. Contact one of our Sports Marketing Specialist today to find out what we can do to help you get one of the best scoreboards in the industry.

800-260-1067

Our sports marketing team offers innovative solutions to help your school district or facility fund the purchase of any new scoreboard. Here are the simple steps:

1. Pick the scoreboard, header and controller that best meets your needs.
2. We will design a campaign and solicit sponsors and advertisers on your behalf.
3. Major Display will continue to create sponsor revenue for 5 years on your scoreboard and give your program back a portion of the funds raised!
4. During our contract, your scoreboard will be under a full maintenance warranty. No hassles.

Call us to speak with a Sports Marketing Specialist today!

800-260-1067
Major Display, Inc. is the only authorized Santech Scoreboard service provider in the world. As such, we provide service, repair, replacement parts and upgrade services.

**Digits:** Replacement digits are available for Santech customers in 24", 17" and 9" and indicator sizes. Multiple color options available. 24", 17", 9" indicators.

**Retrofit Digits:** Retrofit Digits are available for Santech customers wishing to replace all their existing digits. Retrofit digits are designed to provide higher visibility and wider viewing angle than original Santech digits. 10", 18"

**Controller repair:** The majority of Santech service calls received by Major Display are related to controller and communication issues. Often times these issues can be repaired quickly at our facility. If a repair cannot be completed, we offer technology upgrades that can alleviate communication issues.

**Santech Upgrades:** Sometimes a Santech scoreboard cannot be repaired or the technology no longer suites the end user's needs. In these instances, Major Display highly recommends an upgrade package to our Santech customers. Upgrading your Santech scoreboard includes a new Bluetooth wireless communication package, new driver assemblies and power supplies and our SCB3000 mobile control system along with a 2 year warranty.